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Abstract:  We exhibit some strong positivity properties of a certain function which implies a key 
inequality that in turn implies the lower bound formula for the probability of correct selection in the 
Levin-Robbins-Leu family of sequential subset selection procedures for binary outcomes.  These 
properties provide a more direct and comprehensive demonstration of the key inequality than was 
discussed in Levin and Leu (2013). 
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1.  INTRODUCTION   
Levin and Leu (2013) discussed an intriguing algebraic inequality that underlies a useful lower bound 
formula for the probability of correct selection in the Levin-Robbins-Leu (LRL) family of sequential 
subset selection procedures for binomial populations.  The first part of that paper presented the 
motivating context for the key inequality, namely, sequential subset selection procedures for selecting 
the best subsets of given size b from c competing binomial populations.  LRL procedures possess 
useful adaptive features such as sequential elimination of apparently inferior populations and/or 
sequential recruitment of apparently superior populations.  That the LRL family admits of a simple 
lower bound formula for the probability of correct select means it can easily be used to design a wide  
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variety of selection experiments, and we showed how the key inequality implies the lower bound 
formula.  Interested readers are encouraged to review this part of the paper for a detailed discussion of 
the motivating context.  The second part of Levin and Leu (2013) demonstrated the validity of the key 
inequality assuming certain positivity properties for certain systematic components of the inequality.  
In the discussion section the authors pointed out that a more straightforward demonstration of the key 
inequality would have relied on the general positivity of certain cumulative sums of component 
functions (or cusums for short, not to be confused with the cusum procedures used in continuous 
monitoring schemes for industrial processes and other purposes).  Levin and Leu (2013) established 
some positivity results for a limited set of cusums which were sufficient for their purpose, but they did 
not establish the indicated positivity results in full generality.  They concluded that the positive-cusum 
approach was a promising strategy for a completely general proof of the key inequality, but stopped 
there.   
The purpose of the present article is (i) to identify a wider system of component functions 
which might possess the positive-cusum property; and then (ii) to demonstrate how these new, 
stronger positivity properties follow generally from one very special case, which we state as a new 
lemma.  We conjecture that the lemma itself can be verified for any given number of competing 
populations c by the same computer-assisted symbolic manipulation algorithm which was discussed in 
Levin and Leu (2013).  While this conjecture is still an open problem for all values of c, we have 
verified it for up to c=6 populations.  We also offer proofs of two lemmas required for the previous 
approach and these new proofs offer insight into the general case.  The new approach at once explains 
why certain single- and double-cusums had to appear in our earlier work and why the key inequality—
and therefore the lower bound formula—holds. 
2.  DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION   
We begin by reviewing some definitions and notation from Levin and Leu (2013).  Given integers 1  
b < c, an integer k with 1  k  c–b, and constant r>0, let a=(a1,...,ac) be an ordered configuration 
vector, i.e., a c-vector with c–k positive components and k zero components satisfying 
0111   ckckcbb aaaaraa 
rab 
W
.  Though the primary application to the 
abovementioned sequential subset selection procedures uses only integer components of a, here we 
allow the components of a to be arbitrary non-negative real numbers, including the fixed component 
.  Let a* = (r,...r, 0,...,0) with the first b components equal to r.  In the language of 
majorization (see, e.g., Marshall, et al., 2011), a weakly submajorizes a* from below, written  
a a*.  Let B={1,...,b}, C={1,...,c}, and let C  be the group of permutations over C.  For any 
subset  of size |K|=k, let BCK \ KC \  be the subgroup of permutations that keep elements of K 
fixed.  Finally, let K be the permutation that sends K into Z = {c–k+1,...,c} by transposing the qth 
element of K \ Z with the qth element of Z \ K for q=1,...,k –|K  Z|, with K equal to the identity 
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permutation if K=Z.  We shall be using left cosets of the form KC \ K.  Permutations in such cosets 
are understood to apply an element of C \ K first (which leaves elements in K fixed), followed by K. 
Levin and Leu (2013) define the function F(a) as follows. 
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where w is any given ordered vector of numbers satisfying  and where for any 
permutation 
11  cww 
C , the symbol  is defined as .  F(a*)=0, of course, but 
Theorem 4.1 of Levin and Leu (2013) asserts that F(a) > 0 for any a a* with a ≠ a*.  This is the 
key inequality they sought to establish.  We call an expression of the form 
aw c
a
cw )() 
W
aa ww 1(1 


w


*aa w , where the 
summations are over some subset of permutations C , a standardized Muirhead ratio, by 
extension of terminology used in Muirhead’s inequality; see Muirhead (1903) and Marshall, et al. 
(2011).  The assertion F(a) > 0 means that the average of standardized Muirhead ratios over 
permutation subsets  of the form  CKCK  \  as K varies over subsets of size k contained in C \ B 
is bounded from below by the standardized Muirhead ratio over the full permutation group C . 
Below we study various component sums of F(a).  For any i in the set I = {1,...,c–k} and any 
j=1,...,c, define the single-index F-components to be  
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and for h=1,...,c, define the single-index cumulative sum functions (or single-cusums), 

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i
j
)(aF 
 separates out all the components of F(a) where  appears as the exponent of . Note that 
 for any 
ia jw
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)1( aSaFaF
i
c
i
c
i  Ii . 
Next, for any two superscripts Iii   and any two subscripts  (regardless of 
order), define the double-index F-components to be 
Cjj 
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Extend the notation to an arbitrary pair of subscripts Cjj ),(
ia
 by setting  whenever 
j=j'.    separates out all the components of F(a) where  appears as the exponent of  and 
 appears as the exponent of . Note that for any i
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)(),( ),( aF
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
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ia  jw  Ii  ,  and 
.  We imagine  arranged in the following table (with zeros on the main 
diagonal). 
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Next, for any , define the double cusums .  The double cusums are 
the sums over any subrectangle of terms in the table starting at the upper left-hand corner and ending 
at the term  with j=h and j'=h'. 
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In their demonstration that , Levin and Leu (2013) established the positivity of the 
single cusums  for arbitrary a and, to obtain that result, they required the positivity of the 
double cusums  in the limit as a approaches a* through weakly submajoring configurations 
(see their Lemma 4.3).  As a convenience, we write these limiting values as , where  
a+ = (r,...,r, 0+,...,0+, 0,...,0) with b r’s, k zeros, and c–b–k “0+” entries, and where “0+,...,0+” is 
to be thought of as a sequence of ordered positive numbers approaching 0.  The purpose of this 
notation is to keep the number of zero’s in the sequence of configurations fixed unambiguously at the 
given k (and not equal to the number of zeros in a*, which is c–b) without having to include k in the 
notation for F.  Because the functions under consideration are continuous, the limit has a unique value 
irrespective of the ordered positive sequence chosen for “0+,...,0+”.  For example, = F(a+) 
= F(a*) = 0.  
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As we shall see, the positivity of cumulative sums of components of F holds even more 
generally, namely, for multi-dimensionally indexed components, a property which here we call the 
positive cusum property (PCP) for the system of components.  We define this next and state a lemma 
regarding the PCP for these components when evaluated at a+ and then, assuming the truth of that 
lemma, we prove that the entire system of multidimensionally indexed components has the PCP for 
every configuration a a* with a a*.  This provides a more comprehensive and perhaps more 
elegant demonstration of the key inequality discussed in Levin and Leu (2013). 
W 
Let p be an integer with cp 1 , where p denotes the dimension of the indexing.  Let 
(i)=(i1,…,ip) denote any p-tuple superscript with kcii p  11  and let (j)=(j1,…,jp) denote any 
p-component vector subscript with cj  1  for =1,…,p (irrespective of order or duplication of 
components).  Define the multi-index F-components to be 
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which appears almost identical to (2.2) but where the notation )()( ji   refers to the restriction of 
permutations in the numerators to those for which  ji )( p,...,1 for each  .  As above, if any 
pair of subscripts  for some   jj   , set .  Summation of  over any subset 
of subscript elements in (j) from 1 to c reduces to a lower-dimension multi-index F-component with 
corresponding superscript elements removed from (i).  Finally, let the p-vector  with 
 for =1,…,p (irrespective of order or duplication of components) be an arbitrary multi-
index subscript over which to cumulatively sum the multi-components of F and define the multi-cusum 
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We know in advance that certain multi-cusums must be zero, namely, those in which every term in the 
sum (2.7) involves a multi-index F component with repeated elements in its subscript.  For example, 
suppose b=2, c=4, a=(a1, r, a3, 0) with k=1, and p=3, in which case there is only one multi-index 
superscript to consider, (i)=(1,2,3).  For (h)=(1, 2, 2), the multi-index F components in (2.7) have 
subscripts (1,1,1), (1,1,2), (1,2,1), and (1,2,2), every one of which has a subscript with repeated 
elements.  Thus, we know in advance that such a multi-cusum must be zero.  Therefore, we define a 
contributing cusum subscript (h) as one in which at least one multi-index F-component in (2.7) has a 
multi-index subscript (j) with all elements distinct,   jj  for all pairs  ,  with p 1 .  It 
is easy to see that a cusum subscript ),,()( 1 phhh   is contributing if and only if after rearranging the 
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elements in ascending order as, say, phh  1  one has  h  for each  =1,...,p.  We define a 
contributing multi-cusum as one with a contributing cusum subscript (h).   
The following lemma asserts the PCP for all contributing multi-cusums evaluated at the special 
configuration a = a+. 
),..., piLemma 2.1.  For any p=1,...,c–k, any p-tuple ()( 1ii   with kcii p  11 , and any 
contributing cusum subscript  with 1 p), ph,( 1hh  1 ch  for ,1 , we have , 
i.e., all contributing multi-cusums are positive when evaluated at . 
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Remarkably, exactly the same algorithm for computer-assisted symbolic manipulation that was stated 
in Appendix B of Levin and Leu (2013a) suffices to prove Lemma 2.1 in all cases checked to date, 
comprising thousands of scenarios with different b, c, k, p, (i), and (h).  The complexity of the 
calculations grows exponentially, though, so we stopped with c=6, but we conjecture that the 
algorithm would continue to suffice for any larger c.  We further analyze Lemma 2.1 in Section 4. 
For convenience in what follows, instead of limiting the cusum subscripts to values no greater 
than c–1, we shall proceed equivalently by fixing p=c–k and allowing any cusum subscript element to 
take the value c.  As mentioned above (2.7), summation from 1 to c over any subscript element or 
subset of elements of  reduces  to a lower-order multi-cusum with corresponding 
superscript elements removed from (i) and with all remaining subscripts constrained to the range 
1,...,c–1, as in the Lemma.  Doing so will allow us to suppress the superscripts from the notation, 
which henceforth are assumed to be fixed at the value (i)=(1,...,c–k), and all cusum subscripts will be 
(c–k)-vectors in the integer lattice .  Also, for any i=1,...,c–k, it will be convenient to rearrange 
the order of summation in the multi-cusum and abbreviate iterated summations as follows.  We write 
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abbreviated as , and where the split subscripts are intended 
to denote  or  in their proper order, i.e., 
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, respectively.  With these conventions, we may now prove the 
following result. 
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3.  MAIN RESULT   
Theorem 3.1.  All contributing multi-cusums are strictly positive.  More precisely, if (h) is a 
contributing cusum subscript with ch  1  for kc  ,...,1 , then  for every 
ordered configuration a a* with a a*. 
0)()( ),...,1( )()(   aSaS kchh
W 
Proof.  For any contributing subscript (h), define the function )0,...0,,...,,,...,()()( )()( xxrrSxGxG hh   
with the first b elements equal to r, the last k elements equal to zero, and the middle c–b–k elements 
equal to x for .  It will be convenient to abbreviate such configurations as “x”, writing, 
e.g., .  Extend the definition of G to x=0 by continuity as G(0+).  Observe that 
 by Lemma 2.1.  We shall be interested in the derivative of G with respect to x, 
which involves partial derivatives of multi-index components of F with respect to components of a.  
To that end, we note from definition (2.6) that we have 
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and we have the following key chain of inequalities for the partial derivatives. 
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where ),min( ii hd   and   is the index of the “last” positive log odds, i.e.,  but 
.  To avoid trivialities we assume not all odds parameters are equal, so 
11 w
1 cw1 w c 1
()( aS h
.  
The inequalities hold due to the positivity of the contributing cusums stated in the Lemma.  Any 
inequality in the chain will be strict if the cusum on the left of the inequality is contributing (in which 
case it is strictly positive), say , and the two odds parameters surrounding the inequality are 
unequal ( ).  Because not all of the sub-cusums  are necessarily contributing 
and some of the odds parameters may be equal, it is possible for a partial derivative of  to 
equal zero at a=a+.  If this situation pertains to each of the partial derivatives, it is even possible for 
the derivative of G(x) to equal zero at x=0+.  In such cases, however, the derivative will be zero for 
all x, because a non-contributing cusum index is only a feature of the indexing, not the argument x, 
0),( ii hS 
1 aww ),(),1( ,, iii hdh SS  
)
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and similarly   depends only on the odds parameters.  Thus G(x) would be constant and equal to 
 by Lemma 2.1.  For example, suppose b=2, c=4, k=1, and consider the cusum 
subscript (h)=(2,1,3) which is contributing as it allows one multi-index component subscript, namely, 
(j)=(2,1,3) with distinct elements.  However, if w3=w4=1, the partial derivative of  with 
respect to a3 at a+ actually equals 
0)()( aS h
)()( aS h
.0
2
log)()()()()( 3)3.1,2()3.1,2(3)(3   waFaFaaSa h   This is 
consistent with the end of the inequality chain (3.1) because )3,min(3  d
)( 1,2(SxG 
 and so 
 because (2,1,2) is not a contributing cusum index.  Thus  is 
constant and equal to . 
0log)()2,1,2(
aS 2 w )0,,,()3, xrr
0)()( aS h
In all other cases there will be at least one partial derivative for which at least one of the 
inequalities in (3.1) is strict because unequal odds consecutively multiply a positive contributing multi-
cusum, whereupon (3.1) becomes 
iii dhdhi
waSaSa log)()()( ),()(


   with a strict inequality.  Thus, 
even if the cusum on the right-hand side were itself non-contributing, the derivative of G at 0+ would 
still be positive.  As a result, even if G itself were zero at 0+, e.g., if (h)=(c,...,c), G(x) would 
nevertheless increase in a neighborhood to the right of 0. 
Therefore, in all cases there exists a 0  such that G(x)>0 for all x in the open interval 
 x0 .  Furthermore, we can choose   such that  in the interval for every 
contributing multi-cusum with subscript 
0)(),(  xS ii h
ii h1  for each i=b+1,...,c–k, because there are only 
finitely many of these.  We claim that in fact G(x)>0 for all rx 0 .  We prove this next by 
contradiction. 
Suppose to the contrary that there exists an x' with rx 0  such that .  Consider 
the derivative of G at x' and the chain of inequalities in (3.1) applied at the argument x' rather than 
a+ in the cusums.  At least one contributing cusum must be non-positive somewhere to the left of x', 
i.e., there must exist an x" with 
0)( xG
xx 0  such that 0)(),(  xii hS   for some i=b+1,...,c–k and 
some ih idi1 .  This is so because if each contributing sub-cusum were positive everywhere in 
the open interval (0, x'), then the chain of inequalities in (3.1) evaluated at any x in the interval would 
imply that G(x) is positive and increasing (or at worst constant) throughout the interval and therefore 
at x' by continuity, contradicting the assumption that 0)( xG .  Then for each contributing sub-
cusum  which is somewhere non-positive, the corresponding set )ih,i(S  )ih,( iM   
}0)(),   (and:{  xih S xxx   is non-empty and each one is obviously bounded from below by i .  
Let x* be the minimum of their greatest lower bounds, i.e., )}, ii h(:{inf Mxxi min*x ,i   , with 
x*x .  Suppose the minimum occurs for the set ), ** ii h(M  .  The corresponding contributing 
cusum must equal zero at x*,  0*)(), **(  xii hS  .  This is because for values to the left of x*, the cusum 
must be positive, else x* would not be a lower bound for the corresponding set ),( ** ii hM  ; and to the 
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right of x*, there are values of x arbitrarily close to x* at which the cusum is negative, else x* would 
not be the greatest lower bound for ),( ** ii hM  .  Then by continuity, we have 0*)(),( **  xS ii h
)(hS
.  (Even 
if x*=x'=r with no value of x to the right of x*,  still would equal 0 by continuity.) *)(),( ** xS ii h
*),min( ih
We are now ready to derive a contradiction.  There are two possibilities to consider.  One is 
that the identified multi-cusum  is actually the original cusum  which defines 
; this would be the case if 
),( ** ii h
S 
*id)()( )(  xSxG h *ih   and  is the minimum 
infimum among all the non-empty sets 
), ** ii hh (inf M
), ih(M i  .  The second possibility is that the identified 
contributing cusum  is a strict sub-cusum, i.e., ),( ** ii hS  ** ii h . 
In the first case, by our choice of  , there are positive values of x near zero, say at x0 with 
 00 x
*))(*,( xGx
, such that  and thus the slope of the straight line connecting  and 
 is negative.  By the mean value theorem for derivatives, there exists an 
0)( 0 xG ))0
x
(,( 0 xGx
)0*,(x   with 
 such that *0 xxx  0) 
),( ii h
()( xGdxd
M
.  But all contributing cusums in the chain of inequalties (3.1) 
are positive when evaluated at any point to the left of x*, because x* was chosen as the smallest of the 
infimums for non-empty sets   where there were possible violations of the chain of 
inequalities; and other contributing cusums are positive everywhere in ), x( .  Hence by (3.1) 
evaluated at , x  0)() xG(d dx , contradiction.  Therefore, in this first case, G(x) must be positive 
for all x in the interval (0,r]. 
In the second case, we simply repeat the preceding argument for the contributing sub-cusum 
, redefining G(x) to be ),( ** ii hS  )() ),( **(   xS ii hxG  with G(x*)=0.  By an obvious inductive argument, 
eventually we must arrive at a contributing cusum violating the chain of inequalities that would fall 
into the first case, which would lead to a contradiction as above.  For example, consider 
, which is the single-index cusum  evaluated at .  
If all cusums are positive in (3.1) evaluated at a given x, then 
)(),,...,( xS hcc)( xG )()( )( aS kch  )0,,0 a  ,,,,,,(  xxrr
dh wS log) ( cdc xSx )()( ),(),kca(   , 
where ),hmin(d   while for i=b+1,...,c–k–1,  ii hd xSx )() ),( ii dh wlog(), ci Sa )( (  
, where h'=(c,...,c,h).  Each of the latter terms are equal because the cusums are 
identical when evaluated at the replicated elements in x.  Therefore, in single- and double-cusum 
notation, 
wlog) xS h (),( 
dwlog c( 
rx 
x ) b

xGdxd )()( kcdS ()( )(  .  If, on the contrary, G(x') 
were non-positive for some 
wx log)(
) Sk ci d)1 ,( ,( k)
 , then at some 0<x"<x' either  for some 
 or  for some 
0)()( )(  xkcqS
hdq  0) (),( ),(  xS kci qq q . If q=h and cq   , the first case obtains.  If q<h 
or q'<c, then the second case obtains.  In the first case, one proceeds to a contradiction as above.  In 
the second case, we (inductively) apply the reductio ad absurdum argument to the sub-cusum 
 or .  Eventually the first case must obtain. 0)  ,( ),( S kci qq()( )(  xS kcq  0)() x
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Therefore, in all cases, we have shown that G(x) is positive on (0,r] and strictly increases 
throughout (or at worst is a positive constant).  The proof furthermore showed that all contributing 
sub-cusums of the form  are positive for each i=b+1,...,c–k. )(),(  xS ii h
To complete the proof, we simply repeat all of the above arguments for G(x) redefined next as 
 for x in the interval , noting that  by the 
preceding step.  Continuing toward the left in this way, we have that all contributing cusums of the 
form  are positive.  Then we repeat the argument with G(x) redefined as  
 with b–1 x’s for 
)0,...,0,,,...,,,...,()( )( kch axxrrSxG 
)0,...,0,,...,,,...,( 1)( kcbh aarrS 
,...,0,,...,,,,...,()( 1)( kcbh aarxxSxG 
],[ ra kc 0)( kcaG
)0 rx 
*a
, followed by the same argument  with 
 for , and so on.  We conclude finally that 
 for any contributing cusum index and any a  with 
)0,...,0,,,...,,,,,...,()( 1)( kcbh axxraxxSxG 
0)()( aS h
1 bax
W *aa  .  Q.E.D. 
4.  FURTHER REMARKS ON LEMMA 2.1 
Beyond the computational confirmations of Lemma 2.1 produced for , there are several 
illuminating special cases in which the lemma can be proven to hold for all c and which provide 
heuristic reasons why it appears to hold in complete generality.  To explain them, let us re-express 
(2.7) using tuplet notation, say (d), which is a convenient way to denote a generic d-tuplet 
 with , and let  denote the product .  To avoid 
confusion with the previous notation for multi-index super- or subscripts, we will use square brackets 
for the multi-index superscripts and subscripts, e.g., .  Furthermore, when specifying set 
operations involving the subset of multi-index elements (i.e., without regard to order), we will use the 
usual curly brackets of set notation, e.g., .  There are three facts about F-components and 
multi-cusums evaluated at a=a+. 
6c
iw 1) ),,()( 1 diid  cii d  11 )(dw
}{\) j
did
ww (
)(][ ][ aS
i
h
\( BC
(i) If any  of size |K|=k contains any element of subscript [j], then BCK \ KCK \  has no 
permutations that satisfy the constraints ][][ ji   in the left-hand numerators.  Therefore, we can 
write the outer sum in the term in braces as a sum over subsets K of size k in .   }{ j\)\( BC
(ii)  Odds parameters only appear in the functions evaluated at a+ when associated with superscript 
elements 1,...,b, and when it appears,  only appears as .  We may therefore take r=1 without 
loss of generality and write  where the b-tuple (b) comprises the permutation 
values 
jw
w)
r
jw
 bba www  )(1( 
)(),...,1( b  after rearranging them in ascending order.  Similarly, we will write . )(* ba ww 
(iii)  As we shall see below, when evaluating the F-components and multi-cusums at configuration a+, 
the values turn out to depend on the actual superscript elements in [i] only through the number of 
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elements less than or equal to b.  Accordingly, let }:,...,1{#][ bipiqq    denote that number, 
such that .  The upper range of q is clearly 1 qq ibi ),min( pbq   and because there can be no 
more than  elements of [i] beyond , we must have bkc  qi bkcqp 
][] ji 
 or 
.  The only odds parameters fixed by the constraint )c, pkb 0min(q  [  that actually 
appear in the expressions have subscripts .  Thus  
where (  is the (b–q)-tuple 
qjj ,...,1
1(q
  1 jjb www q   )( qb)()1( ba wwww 
  
),...,())(),..., 1 bq jjb )qb ()( qb   . 
We may now replace terms  and  with corresponding tuplet terms but in so doing we need to 
track the multiplicites with which different permutations 
aw
*aw
  give rise to the same tuplet.  In particular,  


 











 
 


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
 
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

k
bc
wM
wM
wM
wM
wwaF
Cb
bdenright
jCqb
qbnumright
kK
jBCK
KCb
bdenleft
jKCqb
qbnumleft
jj
i
j q
)(
)(,
}{\)(
)(,
||      
}{\)\(
\)(
)(,
}{\)\()(
)(,
][
][ 1
/)(   
where the multiplicities are 
)!(!, bcbM denright   
)!(!, kbcbM denleft   
)!()!(, qpbcqbM numright  , and 
)!()!(, qpkbcqbM numleft   . 
Writing =

 
k
bc
)!(!
)!(
kbck
bc


 and rearranging the factorials, we arrive at the first of several useful 
re-expressions: 

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][ 1
/)(! 
 (4.1) 
and 
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We will abbreviate the latter expression as 
,
)(!
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 (4.2) 
where we have borrowed the “take” operator from the APL programming language to write the (q)-
tuple  as  and . ),,( 1 qjj  )( jq  qjjjq www 1)( 
Remark 4.1.  As noted above, the expression for the multi-cusum depends on the multi-index 
superscript [i] only through q=q[i].  Therefore, when checking Lemma 2.1 using computer-assisted 
symbolic manipulation, one need only enumerate the various values of c, b, k, p, and q and check the 
positivity of (4.2).  If desired for concreteness, one may select a representative superscript for given 
b, c, k, p, and q such as ),...,1,,...,1(][ qpbbqi  .  The relevant ranges are 11  cb , 
 (the case k=c–b being trivial), 11  bck kcp 1 , and ),min( pb),0max( qcpkb  . 
Even more suggestive expressions result when we replace sums with averages.  To that end, 
we state the following additional facts.   
(iv)  As noted in Section 2, to be a contributing cusum subscript [h] must satisfy  h , where the 
 are the ordered cusum subscripts with h phh  1  for p,...,1 .  For a given cusum subscript 
[h], the quantity gives the number of multi-index F-component subscripts [j] 
involved in the cumulative sum .  In the special case 
)1()1( 21  phhh p
)(][ ][
aS ih hhph 1
][] h
, that number would be 
, so it will be convenient to extend the binomial coefficient notation by defining 
.  Then the number of [


p
h
] 


p!
[
p
h
 !/)1( pphp )1( 21 hh  j   is . 


p
h][p!
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(v)  The number of (b–q)-tuples contained in  is ; the number of (b–q)-tuples 
in  is ; the number of (b)-tuples in  is ; and the number of (b)-tuples in C 
is . 
}{\)\( jKC
KC \





qb
pkc


b
k}{\ jC 




qb
pc 
c



b
c
(vi)  For a given multi-index subscript ),...,(][ 1 pjjj  , let the subset of elements that comprise [j] be 
denoted by .  Then the number of subsets  of size |K|=k that do not 
contain any elements of  only depends on J and is given by 
},...,{}{ 1 pjjjJ 
][ j
BCK \


 
k
Jqpbc )(kJ , where 
][{#)( jJq  }:,...,1 qbjp    is the number of elements of J (or ) less than or equal to b.  
Like q=q[i], the range of q'(J) is max(
]j[
),min( pb][ jq),0 cpkb  .  Unlike q[i], however, the 
distributional properties of  play a crucial role in cusum positivity, as explained below.  
For notational simplicity we shall continue to abbreviate q[i] as q without further comment and will 
write q' or  for clarity as the context requires. 
)(J] q[ jq
)(Jq
(vii)  For given multi-index superscript [i] and subscript [j], let q=q[i] and J={j} as defined above.  
Then for given  with |K|=k and BCK \  KJ , define the cross-product ratio  as )()( wR qJK
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Because  appears in both numerator and denominator of , it can be written equivalently as )( jqw  JKR
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and note that  depends on the specific values of  only through their number q=q[i] 
and thus it depends on  only through the subset J={j} (without regard to order).  The cross-
product ratios  will play a key role in the sequel. 
)()( wR qJK
JKR
qjj
ww ,...,
1
][ j
Now the cusum in (4.2) is positive if and only if  
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But the ratio on the left-hand side is equal to 
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where in the second line we use the average cross-product ratio , averaged 
over all subsets  of size k not intersecting J), and where .  In the 
third line we change the index of summation from  to all subsets  of size |J|=p, writing 
 for the number of permutations of the elements of J for which 

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][hfJ  , which number may 
equal zero for J with all .  Note that .  The average value of the  
over subscripts with  we write as  
][] h )( jqw [ j
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  , setting it 
equal to zero if .  Thus the cusum in (4.2) is positive if and only if 0][ hfJ
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right-hand quantity simplifies to the two equivalent expressions 
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Thus the cusum in (4.2) is positive if and only if  
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In words, cusum positivity is equivalent to a certain weighted average (over all subsets J of size p) of 
 times the average cross-product ratio being greater than the right-hand side of 
(4.4), which is independent of q[i] and only depends on the constants c, b, k, and p. 
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)(
It is instructive now to consider the special case in which all the odds parameters in w are 
equal and without loss of generality we may take them all equal to one.  In this case, all the w-product 
averages )( Jqw   and the average cross-product ratios  are equal one and the  are all 
equal, so the left-hand side of (4.4) is just the average value of  over all .  Here we have 
the following result. 
)()( wR qJ  )(
)( wu qJ
Jk ][][ hj 
Lemma 4.1.  For any p=1,...,c–k, any multi-index cusum superscript, and any contributing cusum 
subscript  with ),,( 1 phhh  11  ch  for p,1 , we have 
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Thus the cusums in (4.4) are all positive when cww 1 .  In words, the number of K subsets not 
intersecting an F-component subscript [j], when averaged over all [j] involved in any contributing 
cusum subscript [h], is bounded from below by the right-hand side of (4.5), independent of the cusum 
superscript [i].  A complete proof of Lemma 4.1 appears in the Appendix.  Because the inequality in 
(4.5) is strict, cusum positivity holds for other odds parameters  not too dissimilar one cww 1
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from another.  We might say, then, that the behavior of the number of K-subsets involved in the 
cumulative summations of F-components and, in particular, the behavior of  over ][ jq ][][ hj   
described in (4.5) provides heuristic reason #1 for cusum positivity. 
Next, consider the special case p=1, but for general w, wherein the single-index F-components 
have the following property. 
Lemma 4.2.  In the single-index case p=1, for any superscript [i], we have  for j=1,...,b 
and  for j=b+1,...,c. 
0(][ ][F
i
j ) a
)(][ ][
aic
F
0)(][ ][ aF ij
Levin and Leu (2013) used such a monotone sign property and the fact that  to 
deduce the positive cusum property of Lemma 4.1, i.e.,  for the single-index cusums 
h=1,...,c–1.  For suppose it were the case that  for some h<c.  Then one (or more) of 
the preceding single-index F-components must be strictly negative; but then, by Lemma 4.2, all 
subsequent single-index F-components must also be strictly negative, in which case  would be 
negative, contradiction.   
0) 
b
( aFS
)( a
0)(][ ][ aS ih
0)(][ ][ aS ih
Levin and Leu (2013a) provided a partial proof of Lemma 4.2, namely, when j   with 
q[i]=1 (i.e., ) and when  with q[i]=0 (i.e., ).  In those two cases, the number of 
subsets K in the bracketed sum on the left-hand side of (4.1) exactly matches the binominal coefficient 
on the right-hand side, such that for each j and each K in  with |K|=k, a rigorous 
counting argument could be given for the respective positivity or negativity of the pairwise differences 
bi  bj  bi 
}{\)\( jBC
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}{\)\()(
( )
bj 
.  That counting argument, however, could not be extended to the 
other two cases, namely, when  with q[i]=0 (i.e., ) and when  with q[i]=1 (i.e., 
), because in those cases, the sums on the left-hand side of (4.1) are excessive, i.e., they have 
more terms than the binomial coefficient on the right-hand side of (4.1), or are deficient, i.e., have 
fewer terms, respectively, but the respective pairwise inequalities go in the wrong directions.  So the 
pair-matching strategy fails, which is why Levin and Leu (2013) resorted to computer-assisted 
symbolic manipulation to confirm those cases, albeit only for 
bi  bj 
bi 
7c . 
Our purpose in revisiting the single-index case here is to view the monotone sign property of 
Lemma 4.2 in a new light that will provide another heuristic reason for the general PCP, and along 
the way, to give a new proof for the non-matched cases which is presented in Levin and Leu (2020).  
The development illustrates certain bounds on the average cross-product ratios in (4.4) leading to the 
desired result.  Those properties are stated in the next lemma, which is equivalent to Lemma 4.2. 
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Lemma 4.3.  For p=1, , and 0][ iq }{ jJ   for j =1,...,b, the average cross-product ratios 
 are bounded from below by )()( wR qJ  1)/(1  k c .  For p=1, 1][ iq , and  for j =b+1,...,c, 
the average cross-product ratios  are bounded from above by 
}{ jJ 
)() w(R qJ  1)}/(
)/(
{
1 1

bc
ck
k
. 
Parallel to how the PCP follows from Lemma 4.2, the PCP can be deduced from Lemma 4.3 
as follows.  Applying the same re-expressions leading from (4.2) to (4.4), when there are no 
restrictions to F-component subscripts ][][ hj  , we have the equality 
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corresponding to the constraint .  Furthermore, because the frequencies  can 
only equal one or zero when p=1, the equality is equivalent to 
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Therefore, the PCP property (4.4) can be established either by showing that Avg+ is greater than the 
overall average in (4.6) or by showing that Avg– is less than the overall average.  Now, when bj  , 
the number of subsets K not intersecting J equals 
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Therefore, for any cusum subscript with bh  , the weighted average of those terms in Avg+ also 
exceeds the overall average in (4.6).  Similarly, when , the number of subsets K not intersecting 
J equals , and because 
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, the weighted average of those terms in Avg– is also less than the overall average in (4.6).  This 
establishes the PCP for the single-index case. 
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In summary, we might say that the lower and upper bounds to the average cross-product ratios, 
working in conjunction with the partitioning induced by the terms included or excluded by summing 
F-components over , provides heuristic reason #2 for cusum positivity.   ][][ hj 
In future work we hope to provide a general proof of Lemma 2.1 by combining the stochastic 
inequalities of Lemma 4.1 with bounds on the average cross-product ratios such as contained in 
Lemma 4.3.  Here we close with an illustration of what we mean. 
Example 4.1.  Consider double-index cusums (p=2) with q=q[i]=1 and  for ),1(][ 2hh  12 2  ch  
and .  Levin and Leu (2013) relied on the positivity of such cusums to help demonstrate the key 
inequality F(a)>0.  To illustrate how inequality (4.4) dovetails with bounds on the average cross-
product ratio to create multi-index cusum positivity, we use special odds parameters called simplex 
boundary vectors of the form  where, for g=1,...,c–1, the first g components 
are equal to a given constant 
2b
)1,...,1,,...,()()(  gW
1 .  For an explanation of this terminology and the rationale for 
considering simplex boundary vectors, see Levin and Leu (2020).  Because the first g components of 
these vectors are equal, the values of the average cross-product ratios  and other terms 
in equation (4.4) take on only a few distinct values, making it easier to highlight the relations.  For 
present purposes, we only need to consider values of g=b, but we’ll state results that apply for 
))(( )()( gqJ WR
bg  .  
We utilize limiting values of  as ))(( )()( gqJ WR    grows large and write these as 
.  Such limiting values play an important role in establishing Lemma 
4.3 in the single-index case too; see Levin and Leu (2020).  Using similar methods, it is 
straightforward to derive result (4.7) below.  The various properties of the average cross-product 
ratios and weighted averages stated below have been observed to hold empirically in all cases 
examined, and we surmise they hold in general. 
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We begin by noting that with },1{ 2jJ  , 1][ hfJ  and  )( Jqw  for 1,...,22  cj ;  because 
these values are constant, they have no effect on the weighted averages in (4.4) upon normalization of 
the weights.  Also,  for 
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limit as  , and simplifying the binomial coefficients, we find 
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As a function of  ,  has what we call the eventually-decreasing property, namely, that 
regardless of whether  initially increases or decreases from 1 at 
))(( )()( gqJ WR 
(( )()( gqJ WR  )) 1 , it eventually 
decreases to  as ) (), g( qJR  .  We note that for certain values of b, c, and k, when , the 
limiting value  in the second line of (4.7) may be greater than 1 and for such values it is thus 
not true that  for all 
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(W )  .  However, it will suffice for present purposes for the 
inequality to hold for sufficiently large  . 
Next, for an arbitrary odds parameter )1,...,,( 21 www   with , in the case 
under consideration, the weighted average of  in (4.4) equals 
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with .  We find that for any given w there exists an 
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J wwu
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)( )( 11)(** ww   that 
satisfies .  That is to say, there is always a simplex boundary 
vector  with g=b components equal to 
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)( wWAvg b 
)1,,1*, 
)( WtdwAvgWtd 
,*,(*)()(   gW *  which produces a smaller 
weighted average than the one produced by the given w.  This dramatically simplifies the analysis.  In 
practice, we find 1w1)(* w   suffices for widely dispersed components of w, and otherwise small 
multiples of  suffice in all cases checked, but the relevant point for analysis is that for any given 
weighted average, one can always produce a smaller one using a boundary simplex vector with b 
components equal to some finite multiple of . 
1w
1w
Now let  for any ))(()( )(  bWAvgWtdA  1 .  We observe that )(A  also has the 
eventually-decreasing property: whether )(A  initially increases or decreases from , for 
sufficiently large 
)1(A
  it eventually decreases to a finite limiting value as  .  In addition, we find 
that the derivative )()/(  Add  has at most two sign changes on the interval 1 .  If the 
derivative has no sign changes, then )(A  decreases monotonically from 1 to a limiting value as   
increases from 1 to  .  If the derivative has one sign change, then )(A  initially increases, reaches a 
maximum value, and eventually decreases to a limiting value as  .  If the derivative has two 
sign changes, then )(A  initially decreases, rapidly reaching a local minimum value, then increases to 
a local maximum, and eventually decreases to a limiting value as  .  In such cases, however, 
the initial local minimum always exceeds the limiting value, which is thus a global minimum for )(A .  
We think of this as a quasi-unimodality property, because if )()/(  Add  has only one sign change, 
or none at all, then )(A  is actually unimodal, which means it cannot initially decrease below the 
limiting value and then increase in order to eventually decrease again toward the limiting value.  
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When )()/(  Add  has two sign changes, such “down-up-down” behavior will not invalidate the 
argument below because it will suffice for the initial local minimum to still exceed the limiting value.  
The example in Figure 1 below exhibits quasi-unimodality in the weighted average. 
We now show that 
   ckcbc  ppkA )(  for all 1 , and in particular )(* 1w  , 
so that ))(*( 1wA)(wAvgWtd 
)()( bW , oduct ratios have two sets of common values, namely, 
))(())( )()( },1{
)(  bqbb WR   and ))(())(( )()( }1,1{)()( }1,1{  bqcbqb WRWR   , and similarly the 
))(( )()( bq Wu  and 
))(())(( )()()(  bbq WWu  .  It follows that if bh
 satisfies inequality (4.4).  Thanks to the special structure of 
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unimodality property, 
 reduces simply to 
we already have 
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
  22)( ckck bcA   for 
sufficiently large  .  We conclude from the quasi-unimodality property that the inequality holds for 
all 1 , as required.  
Thus (4.4) holds and we have the positive cusum property for double-cusums of the form 
, for example, with )()1  a,1( ),1( 2
S bbh 1,...,22  ch , as required in Levin and Leu (2013).   
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Figure 1 
))(( )()( },1{ bqb WRbc   ))((1 )()( }1,1{ bqb WR  (bottom), and Wtd Graphs of  (top), Avg (middle) 
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mma 4.1 APPENDIX:  Proof of Le
We prove Lemma 4.1 by identifying all ][][ hj   as the realizable values of certain random variables.  
To avoid confusion of not ll only denote the subset of elements in 
J as was done in the main text, which will then allow us instead 
ation, in this appendix we wi
ing ran
subscript ][ j  as }{ j , rather than by 
to use ),...,( 1 pJJJ   to denote the follow dom variables.  Let 1J  be uniformly distributed over 
the set },...,1{ 1h ; then, given 11 jJ  , let 2J  be uniformly distributed over the set }{\},...,1{ 11 jh ; and 
so on, until given 1111 ,...,   pp jJjJ , let pJ  be uniformly distributed over the set 
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},...,{\} 11 pjj
q
,...,1{ ph .  Also, define the indicator random variables ][ bJII    and their 
cumulative sums,   for p,...,1




1
][

IJq  .  Then the previously defined values of ][ jq  
e realizations of the random variable ][Jqpexhaust the possibl   an sa.  Thus 
  phj bJqEjq][][ ]][][  e the previously defined q=q[i] will play
further role here, we henceforth drop the prime notation from ][Jqp
d vice ver



pp
JPEI
11
[

avg .  Becaus  no 
 , writing ][Jqp  instead.   
J are neither independent nor identically distributed.  Note that in general, the components of 
or each In fact, we claim that f p,...,1 , the random variable 
c
][Jq
][h 
 under the above probability 
(in thmodel with the given cusum subscript [h] is stochastically strictly greater e usual sto hastic 
order) than under the probability mode
 .  That is, we cl
l with equal subscript elements [h'] = (h',...,h') for any 
hh  aim that for any given q, ]][[]][[][ qJqPqJqPh   with strict inequality 
for at least one q.  The proof is by induction.  The assertion is clear for 1 , because 
11 /][ hbbJP   so that ][1 Jq =1 with probability 1/ hb  else it equals zero.  Thus there is the single 
 point q=0 with hbqJqPh hsupport b /]][[ 11][ / 1h for any h  .  Assume, then, that 
]][[]][[ ][][ qJqPqJqP hh     holds for each index up to a given   and consider 1 .  Then  
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 the expectation, call
JqJqP
The bracketed function inside ,|( h
][Jq
om 
(  qf
 qf
[h'], fr
, is non-decreasing 
 varies from below, to equal, to greater than 
 is stochastically greater under the 
[( Jqf
as a function of 
the argument ][Jq
with positive probability.  Under t
, 1hq
|(),|( 1 qfhq   
, and strictly increas
h
es as ][Jq
e inductive hypothesis, 
q 
probability model with [h] than under the model with hich it follows that the expectation 
of )|][(  Jqf  under [h] (which expectation depends only on hh ,...,1 ) exceeds the 
corresponding expectation under [h'], i.e.,  ),|][ 1][ hqJE h ),|][( 1][   hqJqfE h .  
Furthermore, at the support point q for the random variable ),|][( 1 hqJqf , the function 
),hf   for any 1 hh ; hence ),|]),|][( ][1][ hqEhqJqfE hh
w
   .  Thus 
we have shown that ][[]][[ 1][1][ qJqPqJqP hh   

h]  for any h  , which completes the 
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induction.  Intuitively, what the stochastic ordering means is that const  not exceed h  
 of smaller  of J , l alues of 
][Jqp , compared to when  .   
To complete the proof of (4.5) in Lemma 4.1, we note that 

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k
qpbc [
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sing function of ][Jqp , so again by stochastic orderi , fo
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In fact, let us consider .  Even though c is not a permissible value for a cusum subscrip aus
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JpbcE h ][
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h'=c t (bec
the cusum would then correspond to a smaller h'=c is a permissible value in the probability model 
for generating the random variable J d then be no constraints whatsoever on th
possible values of  from 1,...,c, the observed values of  would be in one-to-one 
equals the value on the right-hand side of (4.5). 
wher
to the possible subsets  of size |K|=
with entries in M
p), 
.  Because there woul
k
e H
g
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correspondence with a simple random sample without replacement of p items from C={1,...,c} and 
][Jqp  would then have a standard hypergeometric distribution with parameters b, p, and c.  We next 
demonstrate that the pected value of 
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Therefore we have shown that  



     cpckcbcjqpbcavg ][ 
 

 bkb
kc
p
c
pkkhj ][][ . 
This proves Lemma 4.1. 
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